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Abstract-In this work, we study the inter-domain traffic 
engineering problem with the perspective of attaining socially 
optimal flows across the Internet. In accordance with the two
level (intra- and inter-AS) hierarchy that naturally exists in the 
Internet architecture, we use bi-level network flow decomposition 
to derive inter-domain traffic engineering solutions that do not 
require ISPs to reveal their intra-domain topologies in their 
information exchange with each other. The distributed solutions 
that we obtain through convex optimization techniques require 
ASes to exchange destination-specific rate information across 
the inter-domain links (i.e., between adjacent gateway routers 
belonging to different ASes), and determining the intra-domain 
traffic rates between the edge-routers based on the state of 
congestion of the edge-nodes in the AS, and the cost of traffic 
routing through the AS which in turn depends on the AS's intra
domain routing/traffic engineering conditions. We investigate the 
optimality and convergence properties of these solutions through 
simulations on networks generated using realistic inter- and intra
domain topology models. 

I. INTRODUCT ION 

The existing routing architecture of the Internet follows a 
two-level model, which are commonly referred to as intra

domain and inter-domain routing. Routing at the intra-domain 
level often employs proactive approaches focusing on reliabil
ity and quality. Intra-domain traffic engineering has become 
common practice, with numerous methods such as MPLS 
[1], DiffServ [2], RSVP [3], and link weight optimization 
for Intra-Gateway Protocols (IGPs) such as OSPF and IS
IS [4]. Using these methods, researchers have proposed both 
online and offline algorithms that consider network throughput 
optimization, congestion avoidance, interference minimization, 
and increasing network reliability [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. 
In contrast, inter-domain routing/traffic engineering (TE) prac
tices have not changed much. The current inter-domain routing 
and pricing strategies are typically policy driven, and do not 
in general optimize the overall use of Internet resources. 
Inter-domain routing follows the BGP standard [11] that only 
attempts to minimize the number of AS-hops on the path of a 
flow (in addition to following local policy considerations and 
certain heuristic rules). Inter-domain TE techniques are mostly 
constrained to outbound traffic load balancing; and other TE 
goals and desired networking practices are only expressed 
indirectly. Common expression methods include increasing 
LOCALPREF, ASPATH, or MED at peering points where 
less inbound traffic is desired [26], [13]. In current practice, 
traffic pricing is typically based on the total traffic offered by 

the customer ISP, irrespective of their destination (point-to
anywhere pricing) [14]. It can be argued that point-to-point or 
destination-based TE and pricing can result in better efficiency 
of network resource usage [15]. Moreover, recent measure
ments also show fast-changing patterns for inter-domain traffic 
[16]; inter-domain TE and pricing solutions need to be flexible 
enough to adapt to such dynamically changing traffic patterns. 
Another challenge in this context is the counter-productive 
effects of intra-domain and inter-domain TE policies if they 
are not designed with careful consideration of their interaction 
with each other [17], [18]. 

This paper focuses on the design of cooperative mechanisms 
between ISPs, or the constituent autonomous systems (ASes) 
or "domains" managed by them, towards attaining optimal 
TE objectives in the overall Internet. Even if cooperation 
between ISPs, or their conformity to a chosen standard, is 
assumed, several challenges exist in designing effective inter
domain TE mechanisms. Firstly, for scalability and compliance 
with existing inter-domain practices, the TE solutions must be 
implementable in a fully distributed manner, requiring mes
sage exchanges only between neighboring ASes (domains). 
Secondly, to satisfy ISPs' confidentiality/security requirements 
(which is key to the acceptability of a chosen solution/protocol 
by the ISPs, the major stakeholders), the chosen solution must 
require an ISP to only share minimal information about its 
topology, current conditions or traffic statistics of its (intra
domain) networks. It should also allow each ISP the full 
flexibility of implementing its own intra-domain TE solutions. 

We design inter-domain TE solutions that satisfy the above 
requirement, and seek to attain socially (globally) optimal 
flows in the Internet. In accordance with the two-level (intra
and inter-AS) hierarchy that naturally exists in the Internet 
architecture, this question can naturally be posed as a bi-Ievel 
traffic network flow optimization question. The lower level 
problem corresponds to the TE solution followed by each AS 
(which may differ across ASes, being based on the AS's intra
domain preferences and practices), and determines the path 
followed by the traffic inside the AS. The upper level problem 
corresponds to inter-domain TE, that determines how much 
traffic the AS accepts at its edge (gateway) routers from its 
neighboring ASes. This decision is also coupled with how the 
transit traffic accepted at an edge (ingress) node of an AS 
is split across the other edge (egress) nodes. In this paper, 
we focus on this upper level problem, which determines the 
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inter-domain TE solution, given the solutions to the lower 
level problem (i.e., the intra-domain routinglTE solution is 
pre-determined). We use separable convex optimization to 
develop distributed iterative solutions that attain optimal (or 
near-optimal) traffic rates in the sense that they can minimize 
some separable convex cost for the overall Internet (aggregated 
across all domains), given the intra-domain TE solutions of 
the individual ASes. The proposed solution requires each AS 
to declare (to its neighboring ASes) how much traffic rate 
it wants to send or accept for each destination across an 
extra-domain (inter-domain) link, and is accordingly called 
the destination-rate vector inter-domain TE approach. This 
TE solution can be realized as an extension to existing inter
domain message exchange protocols, and allows ASes to run 
their own intra-domain routingITE methods, and keep their 
topology and intra-AS state information private. It is fully 
distributed in its nature, and converges to yield inter-domain 
traffic flow rates that minimize the traffic routing cost across 
the entire Internet, given the intra-domain routingITE policies 
of the different ASes. In the following, we briefly survey 
related work on this topic in Section II. Sections III and 
IV formulates the inter-domain TE problem and described 
our destination-vector TE solution approach. Simulation based 
evaluation of the convergence of the proposed TE solution on 
realistic Internet topologies is provided in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

For inter-domain routing/TE, much literature has been de
voted to instability issues of BGP, and the choice of stable 
routes for path-vector based routing protocols like BGP, e.g., 
[19], [20], [21], [22]. Research in inter-domain TE has gained 
momentum over the last decade, although the bulk of this 
work has been devoted to inter-domain TE solutions in the 
context of BGP, through intelligent use of some of its parame
terslflexibilities. [23] and [24] discuss methods for doing inter
domain TE by careful control of BGP route advertisements, 
while [25] discusses how the BGP AS-Path attribute can be 
manipulated for that purpose. General guidelines for TE within 
the context of BGP are discussed in [26]. [27] discusses an 
extension to BGP to enable multipath inter-domain routing. 

Limitations of inter-domain TE have attracted many re
searchers to studying cooperative TE mechanisms where 
neighboring ISPs work on feasible traffic management out
comes for the benefit of both parties [28], [32]. Promising 
benefits of cooperative TE have driven research community 
to develop signaling protocols to mediate such negotiation 
and distributed decision making [30], [31]. Among existing 
work, [32], [33], [18] are the most closely related to the de
composable network flow optimization based perspective that 
we adopt for cooperative inter-domain TE. These approaches, 
like the one we envision, do not require the individual ISPs 
to reveal their intra-domain topology or state directly, but 
only in the form of transit/forwarding costs. A cooperative 
optimization-based approach to inter-domain TE based on 
dual decomposition and Nash bargaining is described in [32]; 
however the analysis is done only for a set of two ISPs. A 
symbiotic optimization based inter-domain TE approach is 
discussed in [33], but no formal analysis is presented on the 

optimality of the approach. The authors in [18] study flow 
equilibrium efficiency with optimal routing at the intra-domain 
level and selfish (non-cooperative) routing across domains. 
[18] shows that Braess' paradox may exist in this case, in 
that optimal intra-domain routing need not necessarily improve 
overall network performance, and show that the worst case 
inefficiency is bounded by 25%. There is a growing body of 
literature in non-cooperative inter-domain routing and pricing 
questions [34], [35], [36], [37], [41], [42]. In contrast, we take 
a cooperative approach to inter-domain TE, in line with the 
current inter-domain practices. 

III. S Y STEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 

We model each domain or Autonomous System (AS) as 
a collection of routers connected via capacitated links into 
an arbitrary topology. A set of these routers are edge-routers, 

each of which can serve as an ingress or egress of traffic that 
the AS receives from, or sends to, its neighboring ASes. In 
other words, traffic can enter or leave the domain only through 
these edge (gateway) routers. Therefore, from the perspective 
of other ASes, or for the purpose of inter-domain TE, we 
can abstract each AS as a collection of the edge-routers of 
the AS, and "logical links" (directed) connecting the AS's 
edge-routers to each other, and to other edge-routers belonging 
to neighboring ASes. This abstraction, which is discussed in 
greater detailed in our recent paper [43], is illustrated in Figure 
l. We call these logical links between edge-routers edge-links. 

The edge-links connecting two edge-routers of two different 
(neighboring) ASes are called extra-domain or e-edge-links; 
the edge-links connecting edge-routers of the same AS are 
termed intra-domain or i-edge-links. Although not necessary, 
an e-edge-link will often span just a single physical link 
between the two edge-routers (of different ASes) it connects. 
An i-edge-link may correspond to one of more multi-hop paths 
between the two edge-routers it connects, and the traffic on 
that edge-link is mapped to those physical paths based on the 
intra-domain TE policy that the AS follows. 

Let the set of all ASes in the Internet be denoted by N. Let 
Rj denote the set of edge routers of the AS j E N, and let 
12j = {{ k, k'} : k i= k' E Rj} denote the set of i-edge-links 
of AS j. Let R = UjENRj and 12i 

= UjEN12j respectively 
denote the set of all edge-routers, and the set of all i-edge
links, in the Internet. Let 12e be the set of all e-edge-links in 
the Internet. Let Lj = {(k, k') E 12e, k or k' E Rj} denote 
the set of e-edge-links that are incoming to, or outgoing from, 
the edge-routers in AS j. Let 12 = 12i U 12e denote the set of 
all edge-links in the Internet. 

Let D denote the set of all destination networks for the 
overall Internet, each of which is connected to one of the 
edge-routers. Let ed denote the edge router to which the 
destination network d is attached. Traffic is generated from 
source networks, each of which is also connected to one of 
the edge-routers. For any edge-router k, let A� denote the rate 
of traffic generated at the source network(s) connected to the 
edge-router, that is destined to destination network d. 

For any edge-link (k, k'), let gkk' denote the aggregate 
traffic (across all destination networks) that is sent on the 
edge-link, i.e., from edge-router k to edge-router k'. Let 



gj = {gkk' : (kk') E .cD denotes the traffic rate vector 
on the i-edge-Iinks of AS j. For feasibility, the edge-link 
traffic rate vector gj must belong to a set OJ, so that the 
traffic rate vector is routable through AS j's network, without 
violating the capacity constraints on any of the physical links. 
Clearly, the feasibility set OJ would depend on AS j's network 
topology and intra-domain routing/TE policy. We make the 
reasonable assumption that the set OJ is convex for any j. 
We also assume that carrying the traffic rate vector gj incurs 
AS j a cost of Vj (gj), which is convex in gj. This cost 
can be viewed as the "congestion cost" or "forwarding cost" 
associated with routing the traffic through the AS. As an 
example, let us assume that all flow on an i-edge-link follows a 
single, fixed intra-AS path (say the min-hop path between the 
corresponding two edge-routers in the AS, as typically done by 
intra-domain routing protocols like RIP and OSPF). Let 8kk, 
denote the set of physical links on the path over which the 
traffic flow of i-edge-link (k, k') is routed. Then the traffic load 
on any physical link (l, II) is Vll' = L(k,k')ECi :(l,l')E8kk, gkk" 
If we interpret total (average) delay of traffic in the AS as 
the measure of the congestion (forwarding) cost, then the 
cost could be approximated as (the MIMII delay formula), 

L(l,l')ELj l/(cll' - Vll'), where Lj is the set of physical links 
in AS j's network, and Cll' is the link capacity of (I, ll). Note 
that this cost is convex in the traffic rate vector gj. In this 
case the constraint set OJ = {gj = {9kk', (kk') E Lj : 
L(k,k')ECi:(l,I')E8kk, gkk' � Cll'}. Note that this constraint 

set is autbmatically satisfied if we consider delay as the 
minimization objective; however, for other cost functions, the 
constraint gj E OJ must be imposed separately. 

Since e-edge-Iinks correspond to capacitated paths (often 
just a single physical link), we associate a cost of v(gkk') 
with sending a flow of gkk' on e-edge-link (k, k'). We assume 
that e-edge-Iink (k, k') is associated with a capacity of Ckk', 
which corresponds to the maximum or reserved capacity on 
the extra-domain link or path associated with e-edge-Iink 
(k, k'). Therefore, for any e-edge-Iink (k, k'), gkk' � Ckk' 
for feasibility. For simplicity, in our model we ignore the 
capacities of the access links that connect the source and 
destination networks with their closest edge-routers. 

internal routers 

Fig. 1. For inter-domain TE, an AS is abstracted as set of edge(gateway)
routers and logical edge-links connecting them. 

IV. DESTINAT ION-RATE VECTOR INTER-DOMAIN TE 

For each edge-link (k, k'), let Irk' denote the traffic rate 
on the edge-link corresponding to destination network d. 
Let fj = Urk,,(k,k') E Lj,d E D} denote the traffic 
rate vector on all i-edge-links of AS j. Also, let the vector 
fJ = {Irk" (k, k') E .cj, d E D} denote the traffic rate vector 
on all (incoming plus outgoing) e-edge-Iinks of AS j. Then 
the inter-domain policy of AS j corresponds to specifying 
fJ, or in other words, determining the traffic rates (for each 
destination) that AS j can send from, or accept at, its edge
routers, and exchanging such information among neighboring 
edge-routers. We naturally call this model the Destination-Rate 
Vector (DRV) model. As we will see shortly, the inter-domain 
TE solution also depends on how the traffic accepted by the 
AS for forwarding is split across the intra-domain edge-links, 
and the cost of routing the traffic through the AS's network 
which in turn depends on the intra-domain TE policy. 

A. TE Objective Formulation 

In this framework, the global (inter-domain) TE objective 
would be to minimize the traffic congestion (forwarding) cost 
over all ASes, subject to the necessary flow conservation 
and physical link capacity constraints. In other words, the 
inter-domain TE problem in our destination-rate vector (DRV) 
model, DRV-TE, can be posed as: 

DRV-TE: minimize L Vj (gj) + L V(gkk' ), (1) 

subject to: gkk' 

L 
k':(k' ,k)EC 

gj 
gkk' 

Ir'k + Ak 

Irk' 

JEN 

E 
< 

< 

> 

(k,k')Ece 

L Irk" V(k, k') E .c; 
dED 

OJ, Vj EN; 
Ckk" V(k, k') E .ce; 

L 
k':(k,k')EC 

Irk" Vk E n \ ed, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Vd E D; (5) 

0, V(k, k') E .c, Vd ED. (6) 

In the objective function (1), the first term LjEN Vj(gj) 
represents the total intra-domain congestion (forwarding) cost; 
while the second term, L(k,k')Ece V(gkk')' represents the 
total extra-domain congestion (forwarding) cost. Constraint (3) 
along with (2) correspond to feasibility conditions on the i
edge-link traffic rates, resulting from physical link capacity 
constraints in AS j, as discussed in Section III. Inequalities 
(4) are capacity constraints on the e-edge-Iinks. Constraints 
(5) correspond to the flow balance constraints at the edge
routers, and state that the total incoming traffic rate at an 
edge-router k must be no greater than the total outgoing rate 
at the edge-router. One could argue that this relation should 
be an equality; it is easy to see, however, that there is no 
loss of generality in relaxing it with an inequality constraint, 
as we have done here. In fact, since the cost functions Vj (.) 
and v(-) will in general be strictly increasing functions of the 
traffic rate vector, the relation will be satisfied as an equality 
at optimum; representing it as an inequality aids in developing 
the TE solution that we present next. 



B. Distributed Solution Approach 

Next we outline an approach that attains the above-described 
TE objective in an iterative, distributed manner. The approach 
is derived from considering a gradient descent approach (with 
the destination-specific traffic rates on the edge-links, ffk" 
as the variables) to the penalized objective function of DRV
TE, where the penalty function is computed from constraints 
(5). To derive the approach, first note that constraints (3) and 
(2) for the i-edge-links are equivalent to a set of feasibility 
constraints on the traffic rate vector fJ, for each AS j; let 
these feasibility constraints be represented by fJ E FJ. Since 
we assume that Qj is a convex set, it is easy to show that 
FJ is convex as well. Constraints (4) along with (2) for 
the e-edge-links, can be represented by the feasibility sets 
Fkk, = Ufk" d E D : LdED ffk' � Ckk'}' for all 
(k,k') E £e. We denote fkk, = Ufk"d E D}, and write the 
feasibility (capacity) constraints on the e-edge-Iinks compactly 
as fkk' E Fkk,. Note that since gj is completely specified by 
fJ (from (2)), we can write Vj (gj) in the objective function 

as Vy(fJ) (which is also convex in its argument), for each AS 
j. Similarly, we can write V(9kk') in the objective function as 
V(fkk')' for each e-edge-link (k, k'). 

Let ff = Uf'k' (k', k) or (k, k') E £} be the set of 
incoming and outgoing edge-link traffic rates for destina
tion network d at edge-router k. Then the constraints (5) 
corresponding to edge-router k and destination network d 
(k E n \ ed) can be represented as hk,d(ff) � 0, V, where 

�d d d hk,d(fk) = Lk':(k',k)EC fk'k + Ak - Lk':(k,k')EC fkk" or 
the "overload" in destination network d's traffic at edge
router k. We associate an increasing penalty function P with 
this overload, P(hk,d(ff)). In general, the penalty should be 
"small" (or close to zero), when ff is such that hk,d(ff) � 0, 

and "high" when hk,d(ff) > O. We then seek to solve 
a modified (approximate) version of the problem DRV-TE, 
parameterized by the chosen penalty function PO , where 
the constraints (5) are removed by incorporating them in the 
objective through the penalty function. This problem, which 
we call approx-DRV-TE(P), can be posed as: 

approx-DRV-TE(P): minimize 

L Vy(fJ) + L V(fkk,) + L L P(hk,d(ff)), (7) 
JEN (k,k')E£e dED kER\ed 

subject to: fJ 
fkk, 

ffk' 

E Fj, Vj EN; 
E Fkk" V(k, k') E £e; 
> 0, V(k, k') E £, Vd ED. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Under certain reasonable assumptions, it is possible to 
design the penalty function P in such a way that the original 
problem DRV-TE is equivalent to minimizing the penalized 
objective [40](Chapter 4.7); in other words, the problems 
DRV-TE and approx-DRV-TE(P) are equivalent. In general, 
however, approx-DRV-TE(P) represents an approximation to 
DRV-TE. The inter-domain TE policy that we now propose 
corresponds to iteratively updating the traffic rate variables 
in the steepest descent direction of the objective function 
(7), subject to projection on the sets FJ Vj E N, and 

Fkk, V( k, k') E £e, and the positive orthant, to account for 
the constraints (8), (9) and (10), respectively. 

Let us now compute the different components of the gradi
ent of the objective function in (7). In the gradient of the total 
cost term LjEN Vy(fJ) + L(k,k')ECe v(fkk')' the component 

corresponding to ffk' for an i-edge-link belonging to AS 
j is simply 'VVy (fJ) I Irk" i.e. the component corresponding 

to ffk' in the gradient of Vy(fJ). Note that 'VVy(fJ)IIrk' = 

'VVj (gj) 19kk" or the component corresponding to gkk' in the 
gradient of Vj(gj). Similarly, for an e-edge-link (k, k'), in the 
gradient of the total cost term, the component corresponding 
to ffk' is simply 'VV(fkk') IIrk" which equals v' (gkk' ). Finally, 

ip�k" defined as the partial derivative of the penal ty term 
�d . 

LdED LkER\ed P(hk,d(fk)) WIth respect to the traffic rate 

variable ffk' for any edge-link (intra- or extra-domain) (k, k'), 
is expressed as 

if k, k' i- ed; 
if k = ed; 
if k' = ed. 

We next describe the gradient projection update step for the 
optimization problem approx-DRV-TE(P), which results in 
our inter-domain TE policy. First, based on the above discus
sion, we define D.�k" a generic component in the gradient of 
the objective function (7) as follows. If (k, k') E £i, then for 
any d E D, 

d i d D.kk, = 'VVj(gj)19kk' + ipkk" (11) 

Otherwise, i.e. if (k, k') E £e, then for any d E D, 
D.�k' = v' (gkk') + ip�k" (12) 

Now define a j, the vector of the gradient component terms for 
all per-destination traffic rates on the i-edge-links of AS j, as 
aj = (D.�k,,(k,k') E £j,d E D), where D.�k' is defined in 
(11). Also, for any e-edge-link (k, k'), define akk', the vector 
of the gradient component terms for all per-destination traffic 
rates on the e-edge-link, as akk, = (D.�k" (k, k'), d E D), 
where D.�k' is defined in (12). The gradient projection method 
for vector fJ for any AS j is now written as 

fJ(t + 1) = [fJ(t) - atajlFiniR+, (13) 
.1 

where at is the step-size at iteration t. Similarly, the gradient 
projection method for vector fkk, for any e-edge-link (k, k') 
is now written as 

Note that in (13) the projection [·lriuiR+ is due to constraints 
J 

(8) and (10). Similarly, in (14) the projection ['IF" uiR+ is due kk' 
to constraints (9) and (10). 

The above set of iterations can be shown to converge to 
the optimum of approx-DRV-TE(P) under some reasonable 
conditions on the step-sizes at and cost functions Vj (.) 
and v (·) and penalty function P. The reader can refer to 
[39] (Chapter 2) for convergence conditions of the gradient 
projection method. In particular, if the step-sizes at = a Vt, 



where the common step-size ex is sufficiently small, and the 
objective function in (7) satisfies Lipschitz conditions [39], 
convergence to the optimum of approx-DRV-TE(P) can be 
guaranteed. In other cases, under certain reasonable conditions, 
approximate "convergence" to a neighborhood of the optimum 
whose size depends on the step-size ex can be shown. 

Relation (13) represents how the traffic rate variables are 
updated along the i-edge-Iinks of AS j at iteration t. Note that 
aj as defined by (11) can be computed locally by AS j, as it 
requires Vj (.) and rate vector gj that are known to AS j, and 
the penalties associated with congestion at the edge-routers of 
AS j, which we can assume each individual edge-router keeps 
track of. This implies that the step (13) can be computed by the 
different ASes individually based on information that is local 
to the AS. The updating of the traffic rates on an e-edge link 
(k, k'), as in (14), can also be done locally at edge-router k, 
possibly requiring information exchange only with edge-router 
k'. To see this, note that the computation of akk, defined by 
(12) in this case, requires knowledge of the penalty terms at 
edge-routers k and k', and the aggregate traffic rate on e-edge
link (k, k'), gkk', which are all local variables. 

Note that in the formulation of DRV-TE and approx-DRV
TE(P), we have placed no restriction on the inter-domain 
paths that are taken from source to destination. This necessi
tated keeping track of traffic rate variables for all destinations 
at each edge-link. In general, however, inter-domain routing 
protocol and policy may only allow certain paths to be chosen 
and not others. Paths that have a large number of AS-hops or 
have loops may be avoided; next-hop forwarding restrictions 
may also be placed due to customer-provider relationship 
between ISPs and other ISP peering and transit rules. Such 
restrictions can be easily incorporated in our framework by 
omitting certain edge-links (that cannot be on any forwarding 
path to the destination) from consideration while maintaining 
and updating the per-destination traffic rate variables. This 
would in general reduce the number of variables and likely to 
speed up the convergence process, but may result in increased 
congestion (forwarding) cost due to reduced choice of paths. 

V. SIMULAT ION RESULT S  

We perform numerical simulation study to evaluate the 
convergence properties of the inter-domain TE solution as 
described in Section IV. The intra-domain cost functions Vij 
corresponds to the sum of delays across all physical links of 
AS j; the extra-domain cost function v represents the delay on 
single physical link for the corresponding extra-domain edge
link. Delay on a physical link is approximated by the MlMII 
delay formula, as in the example described towards the end 
of Section III. We choose a quadratic penalty function, with 

P(hk,d(fr)) = bx (hk,d(fr)+a)2, if hk,d(fr)+a > 0; and 0 
otherwise. In our study, we choose a = 1 and b = 1. We use 
a constant step-size ex = 0.25. Due to the complexity involved 
in computing the iterative TE procedure in a single processor 
system and that of solving DRV-TE optimally (needed for 
benchmarking), we focus on a moderate number of ASes 
(upto 50) and a small number of destinations (upto 8). The 
intra-domain routing policy simply chooses to route along the 
minimum number of physical hops. 

We generate realistic Internet topologies according to the 
Albert-Barabasi model (for both intra-AS topologies and inter
AS connectivity) using the popular BRITE topology generator 
[38]. The number of routers within each AS is kept the same 
for all ASes and equals 10. Each edge-router in the network 
has a source network attached to it for each destination. 
Initially, we consider two destination networks, but later study 
how the convergence time scales with increasing number 
of destinations. The traffic demand between each source
destination pair is assumed to be 10 units. 

We run our inter-domain TE algorithm for 15000 iterations 
and obtain an estimate of the converged total cost as the 
average of the total cost during the last 1000 iterations. We 
also solve the DRV-TE optimization problem on each network 
subject to physical link capacity and flow conservation con
straints and obtain the optimum cost. Table I shows the average 
and maximum ratio of the converged cost to the optimum cost 
for different number of ASes in the network (from 10 to 30). 
For a given network size, we generate 10 network instances for 
calculating the average and maximum ratios. From the table, 
we find that the maximum and average ratios are close to 1. 
This suggests that the converged cost (of the proposed inter
domain TE solution) is very close to the DRV-TE optimum. 

Number of ASes 10 20 30 
Average 1.0039 1.0057 1.0059 
Maximum 1.0046 1.01 1.0093 

TABLE I 
RATIO OF CONVERGED TOTAL COST TO OPTIMUM TOTAL COST 

In Figure 2, we illustrate the total cost convergence as 
attained by our inter-domain TE solution on a sample network 
topology with 20 ASes and 10 routers within each AS. As 
seen, the total cost starts from a low initial value and grad
ually settles down as the number of iterations increases. The 
horizontal line in Figure 2 represents the DRV-TE optimum. 

Figure 3 shows the average convergence time when the 
number of ASes in the overall network is increased. As before, 
each AS consists of 10 routers. The total cost is said to 
have converged at time te, if the total cost is within 0.5% 
of the estimated converged cost (i.e. within 0.25% above and 
0.25% below) during the window [te, 15000]. For the results 
shown in Figure 3, the average convergence time is obtained 
by averaging the results over 20 networks of given size. We 
also plot the error bars that show the range of values (max-to
min) for the convergence time. The convergence time seems to 
increase sub-linearly with the number of ASes in the network. 

Finally, we study the average convergence time when the 
number of destination networks in the overall network is 
increased from 2 to 8. Note that increasing the number of 
destination networks by 1 doubles the number of traffic rate 
variables in the optimization problem. However, from the 
results shown in Figure 4, the average convergence time (along 
with the max-to-min range) seems to increase sub-linearly with 
the number of destination networks. 
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Fig. 2. Convergence of the inter-domain TE 
solution on a sample network topology. 

Fig. 3. Average convergence time and max-to-min 
range for different number of ASes (20 samples 
each). 

Fig. 4. Average convergence time and max-to-min 
range for different number of destination networks 
(20 samples each). 
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